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Abstract: The article analyzes the advantages of assignments/tasks related to real life in teaching
Mathematics at lower secondary level towards developing students’ creative competence;
identifies some typical characteristics of lower secondary students’ creative competence in
learning Mathematics through solving exercises/ tasks related to real life; proposes the procedure
for designing and using assignments/ tasks related to real life in teaching Mathematics subject at
lower secondary level towards developing students’ creative competence, and provides some of
illustrated examples.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the context of international integration and the
Industrial Revolution 4.0, education should not only
aim at transferring knowledge to students but also
developing their creative competence.
The creative competence of a student is a personal
attribute formed and developed by his or her own
aptitude and the process of learning and practicing,
allowing students to come up with new ideas that are
helpful to themselves and then find ways to apply those
ideas successfully. Developing creative competence is
construed as creating a favorable environment and
conditions to raise the creative competence of each
student from lower to higher levels, to be able to reach
the highest possible potential of the student. Therefore,
teaching must focus much on the teaching methods and
activities to enable students to be active, self-reliant,
creative and able to apply what they have learned to
reality, etc.
Competence can only be developed during and
through activities (Nguyen Ba Kim, 2017). To develop
creative competence for students, teachers need to
organize activities that promote active learning of
students, create an open, practical learning environment,
encourage students to reflect on ideas and take actions;
enable students to learn, share, discuss and debate;
provide opportunities for students to explore and create,
etc.
Studying Mathematics at secondary schools is to
organize mathematical activities in which the main type
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of students’ activity is solving mathematical exercises.
The mathematical exercises related to real life are often
open questions that require students to analyze,
synthesize, evaluate and apply what they have learned,
try different approaches and solutions, which help form
students’ competences in processing information,
creatively applying knowledge to reality, solving
problems, etc. Therefore, using mathematical problems
related to real life in teaching mathematics helps
develop creative competence of lower secondary
students.
The article analyzes the advantages of assignments/
tasks related to real life in teaching Mathematics at
lower secondary level; identifies some typical
characteristics of lower secondary students’ creative
competence in learning Mathematics through solving
exercises/ tasks related to real life; proposes the
procedure for designing and using assignments/tasks
related to real life in teaching Mathematics subject at
lower secondary level towards developing students’
creative competence, and provides some of illustrated
examples.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
There are a number of psychological or educational
studies in the world and Vietnam providing the concept
of creative competence as well as typical manifestations
of a person with creative competence.
Guilford (1967) is the first author discussed about
characteristics of a person with creative competence and
presented them in a model. According to him and some
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other researchers, a person having creative competence
must possess a combination of the following traits:
uniqueness, proficiency, flexibility, detailing, and
sensitiveness to the problem. These traits seem to
incline to characteristics of creative competence.
Research conducted by former Russian authors (cited
by Vygotsky, 1985), and by Personality Institute of
California university (cited by Nguyen Huy Tu, 2005),
or by William Benn (2008) have pointed out some
major characteristics of persons having creative
competence - which focus on their personal attributes
and emotions.
From teaching theories’ point of view, several
national researchers argue that creative competence is a
type of action competence, suggesting the structure and
characteristics of students’ creative competence based
on the objective of finding ways to influence, measure,
and evaluate creative competence. Tran Thi Thu Hue
(2011) proposed some manifestations of high school
students’ creative competence through Chemistry
subject. Pham Thi Bich Dao (2014) identified key
components of creative competence, which include:
transferring ability, problem discovery ability, synthesis
and analysis ability, evaluation ability, and practical
ability; she also mentioned 13 criteria manifesting
secondary students’ creative competence in learning
Chemistry. Nguyen Quang Hoe (2017) also discussed
about 6 manifestations of students’ creative competence
in learning Math subject.
The issue of teaching Math subject towards
developing creative competence for lower secondary
students have also been the interests of several
researchers. In their studies, Ton Than (1995), Tran
Luan (1996), Nguyen Van Quang (2005), and Nguyen
Quang Hoe (2017), have intensively constructed the
contents and methodologies of teaching Math subject
towards the establishment, nurturing, and practising the
creative thinking and competence of students.
However, there are not any study paying attention to
the role of assignments/ tasks related to real life in
teaching Math subject in developing creative
competence for lower secondary students.
3. METHODS AND RESULTS
3.1. Methods
- Theoretical research methods: Desk review,
document analysis and synthesis to clarify the issues of:
the role of assignment/ tasks related to real life in
teaching Math and the development of creative
competence for lower secondary students; some
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manifestations of lower secondary students’ creative
competence in learning Math with regards to solving
those assignments/ tasks; design and organize the
teaching activities with assignments/ tasks related to
real life in Math subject at lower secondary level
towards developing creative competence for students.
- Practical research methodologies: Exploring the
current situation of designing and organizing the
teaching with assignments/ tasks related to real life in
Math towards developing creative competence for
lower secondary students; studying the manifestations
of students’ creative competence in learning Math while
solving those assignments/ tasks; observation, class
attendance, lesson plan research, using questionnaire,
interviews, etc.
3.2. Results
3.2.1. Advantages of mathematical exercises/ tasks
related to real life in the development of students’
creative competence
Students are always curious, interested in solving
problems, especially problems that are related to real
life, and they actually are able to solve problems. The
process of solving practical assignments/ tasks usually
starts with identifying problems and then solving them.
The process of thinking, coming up with ideas and
solutions to solve problems/ tasks, then continuing
thinking and digging deeper to understand more about
the exercises/ tasks and come up with new ideas,
opinions, problems, etc. is part of the creative process of
students.
Therefore, solving practical assignments/ tasks in
mathematics at lower secondary level helps students to
actively and creatively apply what they have learned,
enhance skills, methods and creative ways to solve
problems, as well as encourage them to study, trigger
their curiousity and passion for exploration, nurture
their interest in mathematics by showing them the role
of the subject in real life, thereby help develop creative
competence of students.
3.2.2. Some manifestations of students’ creative
competence in solving practical assignments/ tasks in
teaching mathematics at lower secondary level
Creative competence is complex, consisting of
several components. The key components are: personal
characteristics (self-confidence, willingness, curiosity
and motivation); emotional processes (ability to
confront challenges, tasks); cognitive competences
(ability to think, convert acquired information into
his/her own knowledge, sensitivity to problems, critical
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thinking), manifested in detecting problems, solving
them and creating new products.

- Being active and interested in solving assignments/
tasks (F1);

Based on some manifestations of creative
competence of lower secondary students in learning,
combined with students’ psychological expressions in
learning, concept of students’ creative competence in
studying mathematics and teaching practices, we have
identified some typical manifestations of creative
competence of lower secondary students in studying
mathematics, including:

- Being able to express the math assignment/ task
with different ways which helps facilitate the finding of
solution for that tasks (S1);

*Manifestations regarding emotional expressions
(feeling): Keen on exploring and actively solving
mathematical problems (F1); Like to debate, have faith
in his/ her own ideas or his/ her group’s ideas; and very
determined to realize the ideas in any circumstances
(F2).
* Manifestations in identifying the problems:
Curious about science and able to raise questions from
mathematical viewpoint (D1); Come up with new, outof-the-box ideas (D2).
* Manifestations in finding new solutions: Being
imaginative; being able to express an assignment/ task
in different ways which help solve the problem (S1);
proposing new solution for a math problem which has
more value than the previous solutions (S2); being able
to plan and suggest different solutions to a math
problem (particularly the real life - based problem) and
select a more efficient way to solve it (S3).
* Manifestations in creating new products: Being
able to propose a new mathematical problem similar to
an existing one, either more specific or broader than an
existing problem (P1); Select and make use of
resources, learning devices, time, etc. to create a new
Math related products such as: new mathematical
knowledge (concept, property, theorem, rule,
method...); Plan to implement tasks or projects; Report
on implementation outcomes of tasks, projects;
Learning and practice tools; Summary of knowledge;
(P2); Assess and self assessment of personal and
group’s products, outcomes, and suggest way to refine
them (P3).
Based on the basic steps in teaching, discovering
and solving problems, based on the manifestations of
creative competence of lower secondary school students
in studying mathematics listed above, we have
identified manifestations of creative competence of
lower secondary school students in studying
mathematics through solving practical assignments/
tasks as follows:
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- Suggesting several options to solve the
assignments/ tasks via making exploratory questions,
implementing those options and selecting the more
effective option (D1; S3);
- Proposing new solution for a math problem which
has more value than the previous solutions (S2);
- Being able to propose a new mathematical
problem similar to an existing one, either more specific
or broader than an existing problem (P1);
- Assessing and self assessing of personal and
group’s products, outcomes, and suggesting way to
refine them (P3).
3.2.3. The process of designing and teaching practical
assignments/ tasks in teaching maths at lower
secondary school level
We propose the process of designing and organizing
the teaching of tasks/ assignments related to real life in
Math subject of lower secondary level with the
following steps:
Step 1: Select the teaching content
In this step, the teacher needs to identify which
teaching content have many opportunities to be applied
to real situations. In fact, not every lesson gives the
teacher an opportunity to design practical assignments/
tasks due to the fact that mathematical knowledge has
many levels.
Step 2: Determine the objectives/ aims of the life
related assignments/ tasks
It is necessary here to clearly define which
knowledge and skill of the lesson students can apply to
solve that practical assignment/ task. This purpose/ aim
should be included in the overall objective of the whole
lesson.
Step 3: Design life related assignments/tasks and
teaching plan
Select a life-related situation which can be linked to
the mathematical knowledge that students suppose to
learn in the lesson and turn the situation into a Math
assignment/ task in the lesson plan. The plan to teach
those life related assignments/tasks is designed within
the whole lesson plan with the same role as other
assignments/ tasks in the textbook.
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The teacher can design a number of life-related
assignments/ tasks which are sufficient for students to
apply the knowledge learnt in the lesson. These can
replace some of existing assignments/ tasks in the
current textbook, ensuring the teaching time allocated
for a specific lesson. Real-life situations should be
designed in the form of open questions, or may be
solved by different ways, through which students can
suggest other similar problems that need to be solved, or
explore various dimensions related to the situations.
Step 4: Organize the teaching of life-related
assignments/ tasks and evaluate the outcomes
Teaching students to solve life-related assignments/
tasks in accordance with the designed lesson plan (by
individual or in group depending on each assignment/
task).
The assessment depends on whether the assignment/
task is conducted by individual or in group, including
assessment of life related problem-solving process
(feelings,
cognition,
activities,
component
manipulations, etc.) and the product of the assignment/
task.
3.2.4. Examples: Design and organize some life related
assignments/ tasks in the exercise “Find the quotient of
two numbers” - Mathematics 6
Step 1: Choose the teaching content: The math
problem “Find the quotient of 2 numbers” Mathematics 6 involves plotting scale which can be
used for designing life related assignments/ tasks.
Step 2: Determine the objective/ aim of the liferelated assignments/ tasks. By doing assignment/ tasks,
students can identify the formula to calculate the
distance between 2 points of the graph (map) as well as
be able to apply those formula to solve real life
problem.
Step 3: Design life-related assignments/ tasks and
teaching plan
Real life situations described have to involve
plotting scale calculating problem when some real
dimensions of the map and the paper used are known.
Meanwhile, after identifying the plotting scale of the
map, the distance between 2 points on the map needs to
be calculated too with the distance of 2 corresponding
points in real life being known. Because the target is
Grade 6 student, the map should only require with
simple line/ drawing. In other words, it is possible to
design a “mini pitch drawing” on A4 paper or notebook.
Real life situations consisting of the calculating
distance problem between 2 real locations with the
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distance of 2 corresponding points on map and plotting
scale being know usually require a map for researching
and calculating the path. An appropriate situation using
map, in this case, is travelling.
Specifically, the following assignments/ tasks can be
designed and selected to embed them into lesson plan,
or used as practical exercises for students, or for
teachers to administer a test:
Situation 1 “Mini football pitch”: The size of five-aside football pitch recommended by FIFA is 25 m long
(minimum) and 15 m wide (minimum). Draw a rectangle
illustrating the mini football pitch of this minimum size
on your notebook with optional plotting scale.
In order to solve this problem, students have to
discuss to identify the formula to calculate the distance
between 2 points on the map from the conception of
plotting scale, suggest the way to identify the
appropriate plotting scale for drawing, calculate the size
of the rectangle and draw the rectangle with determined
size in notebook; evaluate self drawing (and possibly
recommend following tasks such as: with given plotting
scale, draw rectangles illustrating penalty area, goal,
halfway line, centre circle, etc). Therefore, by solving
this problem, students can develop creativity
competence, which is shown by: suggesting how to
identify appropriate plotting scale for drawing;
evaluating the drawing of the group and suggesting
following tasks to complete the mini football pitch
drawing; etc.
Situation 2 “The picnic”: A group of students in
Hanoi has decided to go picnic at Dai Lai Lake for one
day by bike. They departed at 6.30 a.m at one location
and expected to arrive at 10 a.m. After 1.5 hours, they
stopped for 20 minutes and tried to look for direction in
a map with plotting scale of 1/200000. They found that
on the map, Dai Lai Lake will 9,5 cm away if they
follow the planned route. After that break, the group
kept going with the same velocity as the beginning.
Question: Will the group of student arrive at Dai Lai
Lake as schedule if we know that they have travelled 21
km before stopping? Explain your answer.
With this exercise, students can demonstrate their
creativity competence by:
+ Present idea and develop the route of the student
group with velocity, duration and distance; suggesting 2
answers (compare the time or compare real distance and
planned one);
+ Apply the formula to identify the relationship
among velocity, time and distance to calculate average
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velocity and left distance (if explain by comparing the
distance that needs to be completed after break if the
group stick to the schedule with the that in real
situation);
+ Apply the formula of calculating plotting scale to
identify the distance left;
+ Present the answer for the problem with
illustration;
+ Self-review, evaluate the answer of oneself and
peers.
Besides, real life problem should help students
express their emotions such as: curiosity and active
problem-solving; debating and defending opinion...
Situation 3 “Picnic Planning”: Your class (at
Experimental Secondary School) wants to organize a
picnic to Bao Son Paradise (or any appropriate local
location) by bike. You and your classmate must have a
plan including route and time. Work in group for the
below tasks to complete that plan:
- Use Hanoi Map (or local map) to determine the
route.
- With given plotting scale, calculate the distance.
- Estimate the departure time, the velocity, the break
duration, the time spending at Bao Son Paradise (or
other location), the leaving time to make sure all of the
student arrive home at 6 p.m.
(Note: In particular situation, if students are able to
use GPS to identify route, teacher can ask them to
present how to use GPS to check the result.)
With this exercise, students can demonstrate their
creativity competence by:
+ Being able to find and suggest a suitable route on
map;
+ Suggesting and calculating the appropriate
velocity and travelling duration; Being able to suggest
using Internet to determine the location, break duration;
stops, duration for relaxing, eating, entertaining at the
destination;
+ Recommending suitable departure/ return time;
+ Presenting the plan in a creative, persuasive way
(e.g: draw the route, stops with clear notes about
velocity, time/duration for each distance, etc).
Assignments/ tasks are selected and implemented in
the practice part of the lesson and students are asked to
work in group to solve them. In one period the teacher
should only pick one of 3 assignments/ tasks as above.
Step 4: Teaching life-related assignments/ tasks and
evaluating the outcomes
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For example: The situation “mini football pitch”
can be carried out in a 20 minute group work according
to the following lesson plan as an example:
After establishing the concept of “plotting scale”
and let students practise calculating the plotting scale of
some maps/ sketches; calculating the distance between
two points in real life with the given distance on map
and plotting scale of the map, then teacher should guide
student to solve the “mini football pitch” task with the
following steps:
- Teacher introduces real mini football pitch
(including the size of goalpost, penalty area, midfield
circle) by showing a short clip or images; then gives the
task to groups (request the drawing on A0 or white
board);
- Students work in group to solve the problems/
tasks within 10 minutes;
- Students present group’s product in front of the
whole class (2 minutes per group);
- Teachers and the rest of the class give feedback,
evaluate products; summarize the situation and
standardize the formula calculating the distance
between 2 points on map with given plotting scale and
the distance in reality. Teacher can assign homework
such as: with given plotting scale, draw rectangles
illustrating penalty area, goal, halfway line, midfield
circle, etc.
Teacher would be the instructor, the supporter
during the real life situation problem solving. Teacher
always monitor the progression, products of groups as
well as observe, evaluate thinking skills, cooperation of
students and of groups during their group work.
Students self assess the creativity competence of
each group member with the help of a table designed by
teacher to assess some typical traits of creativity
competencies such as: suggesting how to determine
appropriate plotting scale - the dimensions to draw mini
football pitch on (A0 paper or whiteboard) with unit
measurement being metre divided by 25 (or 15);
suggesting idea to complete the mini football pitch
drawing; etc.
Teachers provide comments, evaluate creativity
competence in solving the situation of student groups
(and some individuals in particular) by observing
group’s activities, their products, presentations, new
ideas, etc. with reference to group’s assessment.
3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In line with the analysis of the advantages of life
related assignments/ tasks in teaching mathematics
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contributing to the development of students’ creativity
competence, and identifying some manifestations of
creativity competence in lower secondary students
through solving life related assignments/ tasks, we have
recommended a process for designing and organizing
the teaching of life related assignments/ tasks in
mathematics at lower secondary schools towards
developing students’ creativity competence. The design
of assignments/ tasks for the problem “find the quotient
of 2 numbers” - Math grade 6 and the analysis of
creativity competence’s manifestations of student
shown in the assignments/ tasks given have clearly
demonstrated the recommended process.
The activities of designing and implementing
practical assignments/ tasks in some lower secondary
schools have, at first, shown the contribution of these
activities in the development of creativity competence
of students, meeting the requirements of competencebased education.
From the research, we would like to make some
recommendations as follows:
- The textbook of Mathematics at lower secondary
level in the new curriculum should have more
assignments/ tasks related to real life, especially open
mathematical problems.
- Schools should encourage and provide support to
teachers in designing and implementing practical
assignments/ tasks towards developing students’
creative competence; provide modern teaching facilities
to help teachers and students innovate the way to teach
and to learn so as to improve the quality of teaching
Mathematics.
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